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The Rachel Rabinowitz collection
Recordings, books, sheet music

4 recordings in original flat cardboard boxes; concert performances, Cape Town City Hall. Dates:
Also one piano recital on BBC Home Service (? date 1951). These cannot be played with ordinary gramophone needles.

YIDDISH BOOK: MOSES, LIBERTE, LEADER, 1940-1942 by Morris Meyer and his fight for life
Sheet music
'Light' music from soaps of film & musicals, e.g. the Harry Lime theme from THE THIRD MAN; transcriptions of ballad music (e.g. arrangements by Granville Bantock)
Note: Some of the music is marked in Rachel's own handwriting: "Dad used to sing this...."

**PIANO MUSIC**

Huge pile of piano music in Zmira Cohen's office.

Fillet cabinet e.g. concertos, Beethoven, Mozart, etc. Bach. Sorted out by Maureen Blumberg.

Red spots denote Zmira's preference.

**BOOKS**

Wed 25 April 2001. All Rachel's music now donated by in the Choir loft by "to the SAJMC boxes.

**RECORDINGS**

given to Rob Johnson, sound engineer, UCT College of Music

Meet at 2 pm 2nd May (Wednesday) at H. House F.S., Ute Ben Yosef and Maureen Blumberg.

Ute to show how to use CARDS for cataloging.
Ute:

- Books
- Records
- Sheet Music

E.g., Songs of Israel

Mark [REC] on red sticker.

(Size of record) Speed 78 or 33 1/3 rpm.

(Condition)

Suggestion for labels:

Donated by the 54 Inc.

By...

As much info as possible on cards.

Put own "initial" on card e.g., F5

Method: Search for matching serial numbers.

Identify: Add they [matching serial numbers] and send to...
Jan 2002

donation of records,

sheet music (of all kinds including operatic

overtures for solo piano, many pre-war or WWII

songs, Frank Sinatra, and others, to "Teva"

& Fiddler on the Roof, the Exodus theme song,

Music from various movies), song albums.

also odd pages of SHUC Choir music

violin music

(is this from Maurice Katz?)
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Peggy Rodd Haney

Adolf Thelen